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Abstract— A robot is normally an electro-mechanical machine 

that is guided by computer and electronic programming. 

Numerous robots have been constructed for assembling reason 

and can be found in production lines far and wide. Outlining of 

the most recent up-set(inverted) ROBOT which can be 

controlling utilizing an APP for android versatile. We are 

creating the remote catches in the android application by 

which we can control the robot movement with them. Also in 

which we utilize Bluetooth correspondence to interface 

controller and android. Controller can be interfaced to the 

Bluetooth module however UART convention. As per charges 

got from android the robot movement can be controlled. The 

reliable yield of a mechanical framework alongside quality and 

repeatability are unmatched. Pick and Place robots can be 

reprogrammable and tooling can be exchanged to 

accommodate numerous applications. 

Index Terms—Android Smartphone, Bluetooth module, Robot, 

Single Microcontroller chip  

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Presently a-days smart phones are getting to be all 

the more compelling with strengthened processors, bigger 

stockpiling limits, wealthier stimulation capacity and more 

specialized strategies. Bluetooth is fundamentally utilized 

for information trade; add new gimmicks to advanced cells. 

Bluetooth engineering, made by telecom merchant Ericsson 

in 1994[1], demonstrates its point of interest by 

incorporating with advanced mobile phones. It has changed 

how individuals use advanced gadget at home or office, and 

has exchanged customary wired computerized gadgets into 

remote gadgets. A host Bluetooth gadget is fit for speaking 

with up to seven Bluetooth modules at same time through 

one connection [2]. Thinking of it as' typical working region 

of inside eight meters, it is particularly valuable in home 

environment. Thank for Bluetooth innovation and other 

comparative procedures, with sensational increment in 

Smartphone clients, Pdas have continuously transformed 

into an universally handy convenient gadget and gave 

individuals to their day by day use [3][4]. Lately, an open-

source stage Android has been broadly utilized as a part of 

Pdas [5]. Android has complete programming bundle 

comprising of a working framework, middleware layer and 

center applications. Not the same as other existing stage like 

ios (iphone OS), it accompanies programming advancement 

unit (SDK), which gives crucial apparatuses and 

Application. Utilizing a Smartphone as the "mind" of a 

robot is as of now a dynamic exploration field with a few 

open doors and guaranteeing potential outcomes. In this 

paper we show a survey of current robots controlled by 

cellular telephone and talk about a shut circle control 

frameworks utilizing sound stations of cell phones, for 

example, telephones and tablet machines. In our work, 

move the robot upward, retrogressive, left and right side by 

the android application, for example, Arduino Bluetooth RC 

Car.  

 

This article is composed as take after: Section 2 portrays the 

inspiration of the work, Section 3 depicts our exploratory 

setup, Section 4 delineates a dialog about our trial setup and 

Section 5 introduces our decisions. 

II.PRELIMINARIES 

According to our survey at present there exists no 

framework at less expensive rates. Different frameworks are 

difficult to introduce, hard to utilize and keep up. Current 

frameworks are by and large restrictive and shut, not 

extremely adjustable by the end client.  

 

N. Sriskanthan [1] clarified the model for home 

mechanization utilizing bluetooth through PC. At the same 

time lamentably the framework needs to help versatile 

engineering.  

 

Muhammad Izhar Ramli [2] composed a model 

electrical gadget control framework utilizing Web. They 

likewise set the server with auto restart if the server 

condition is at present down.  

 

Hasan [5] has created a phone and PIC remote 

controlled gadget for controlling the gadgets pin check 
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calculation has been presented where it was with link 

arrange however not remote correspondence.  

 

Pradeep G [4] proposed home mechanization 

framework by utilizing bluetooth which spares parcel of 

force and time utilizing system to spare the preloaded 

rundown by not making it to setup association all the time 

when needed.  

 

Al-Ali and Al-Rousan [3] introduced a 

configuration and usage of a Java-based computerization 

framework through World Wide Web. It had a standalone 

implanted framework board coordinated into a PC-based 

server at home.  

 

Amul Jadhav [6] created an application in a 

widespread  XML position which can be effortlessly ported 

to whatever other cell phones as opposed to focusing on a 

solitary stage. R.piyare [8] have presented outline and 

execution of an ease, adaptable and remote answer for the 

home computerization.  

 

Jitendra R. [7] demonstrated that with the Zigbee 

organize how to wipe out the inconvenience of wiring in the 

event of wired computerization. There is additionally 

significant measure of force sparing conceivable, working 

extent is more than Bluetooth.  

 

Google and Microsoft have as of late entered the 

home computerization area. At 2011 I/O gathering, [9] 

Google proclaimed Android@home. Google's first standard 

for Android gadgets to correspond with outside equipment. 

The Android Open Accessory Standard and the Accessory 

Development Kit (ADK) is the key for corresponding with 

equipment and building outer embellishments for Android 

gadgets. Android powers a huge number of cell phones in 

more than 190 nations as far and wide as possible. [10] It's 

the biggest introduced base of any portable stage and 

becoming quick consistently an alternate million clients.  

 

Microsoft is likewise chipping away at a venture 

called Home os, [11] a working framework for the home. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Android  

For this Robotic Control and security framework we are 

focusing on Android stage since it has enormous market and 

open source. Android is a product stack for cell phones that 

incorporates a working framework, middleware and key 

applications. The Android OS is focused around Linux. 

Android Applications are made in a Java-like dialect 

running on a virtual machine called "Dalvik" made by 

Google. The Android SDK gives the apparatuses and Apis 

important to start creating applications on the Android stage 

utilizing the Java programming dialect. Embellishment 

mode is a gimmick of Android OS since adaptation 2.3.4 

Gingerbread and 3.1 Honeycomb or more. 

 

B. Software Design  

As examined prior we are creating Android application. The 

application comprises of principle capacity like Left 

Movement, Right development, Forward going and 

Backward Stepping . At the point when the application 

begins client is initially verified, if client is approved he will 

be explored to fundamental screen. The principle screen has 

a rundown of all capacities among which client can choose 

any one capacity which he need to control. In the wake of 

selecting a capacity he would have the capacity to see a 

current status of a specific gadget. On the off chance that 

client wishes, he can empower or incapacitate expected 

capacity. 

 

C. Android ADK  

ADK remains for Accessory Development Kit. Android 

accessory is a physical accessory that can be attached to 

your Android device. [12] These specific gadgets perform 

particular activities. For USB accomplices to be 

underpinned on a specific gadget, there must be backing for 

the adornment mode, an unique method for uniting over the 

USB port. This permits information exchange in the middle 

of gadgets and outside peripherals.  

 

An advanced mobile phone Android worked robot. 

Presently here is an easy to control your robot/robo auto 

utilizing Bluetooth module HC-06 and ARM7 with your 

android Smartphone gadget. The controlling gadgets of the 

entire framework are a microcontroller. Bluetooth module, 

DC engines are interfaced to the microcontroller. The 

information get by the Bluetooth module from android 

advanced mobile phone is bolstered as data to the controller. 

The controller demonstrations as needs be on the DC engine 

of the robot. The robot in the task can be made to move in 

all the four headings utilizing the android telephone. The 

course of the robot is pointers utilizing LED markers of the 

Robot framework. In attaining the errand the controller is 

stacked with system composed utilizing Embedded "C" 

Languages. Android advanced mobile phone controller 

Bluetooth robot utilizing microcontroller is indicated as a 

part of figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1:Block diagram of android smart phone controller 

Bluetooth robot using ARM 7 microcontroller 

IV. ANDROID APPLICATION 

Android is a very familiar word in the world today. Millions 

of devices are running the Google Android OS and millions 

are being developed daily. Google has made the Android 

development platform open to everyone around the world, 

so there are millions of developers. Although some 

developers just focus on building the apps or games for the 

android devices, there are numerous possibilities as well.  

Connection terminal is an developed android app available 

for Bluetooth Devices and TCP network connections. With 

this program instructions can send the text written and 

spoken for devices on the network or Bluetooth. It receives 

data from any simultaneous connection and viewing them in 

the terminal of any device. It has TCP Client, TCP Server 

and Client Bluetooth. The data received through this server 

can be routed to a Bluetooth and displayed in the Terminal. 

 

The program allows to find and connect the Bluetooth 

devices manually or automatically at program startup, 

allowing the sending of text written and spoken, receiving 

data at the terminal and routing to other connections made 

previously. Very useful for serial communication with 

microcontroller: for remote control via Bluetooth or 

network. 

 

 

Application Instructions 

 

4.1 First verify the Bluetooth module is combined with your 

portable.  

 

4.2 click on "Connection terminal" app that is installed in an 

android mobile. 

 
 

 
4.3when App opens the go to configuration > select 

Bluetooth > click search for new device .  

 

 
 

 
 

4.4Select the listed Bluetooth device which is then 

automatically paired with the android mobile. 

 

4.5Go back to the main menu of connection terminal and 

select “Terminal” for controlling the robot.  

 

4.6tick mark the send on Bluetooth option.  
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4.7Now type the text “F” (commands to robot) and click 

send. On receiving the command the robot decodes the 

signal and gets into action. 

 

 
 

4.8when "S" is sent the robot gets halted. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Android phone bluetooth controller 

ROBOT/ROBO 

V. OPERATION OF THE SYSTEM 

The project is intended to control an automated vehicle 

utilizing an android application. Bluetooth gadget is 

interfaced to the control unit on the robot for sensing the 

signs transmitted by the android application. This 

information is passed on to the control unit which moves the 

robot as sought. An ARM 7 microcontroller is utilized as a 

part of this venture as control gadget. Remote operation is 

attained by any PDA/Tablet and so forth., with Android OS, 

upon a GUI (Graphical User Interface) based touch screen 

operation. Transmitting end utilizes an android application 

gadget remote through which charges are transmitted. At the 

collector end, these orders are utilized for controlling the 

robot as a part of all headings, for example, forward, 

retrogressive and left or right and catches the feature and 

transmits to TV through RF signal At the less than desirable 

end the development is attained by two engines that are 

interfaced to the microcontroller. Serial correspondence 

information sent from the android application is gotten by a 

Bluetooth recipient interfaced to the microcontroller. The 

system on the microcontroller alludes to the serial 

information to produce separate yield focused around the 

data information to work the engines through an engine 

driver IC. The engines are interfaced to the control unit 

through engine driver IC. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The main task of this project is to make a robot which can 

be controlled by emerging android technology. In this 

project, we achieved control onwireless communication 

between the mobile robotthrough an android GUI 

application. Robot and advanced mobile phones are an 

impeccable match, exceptionally portable robots.  

 

This system can further be developed by enhancing the 

performance and by adding more features. Further 

development of this system depends on the application we 

are 

using an area of work. The system can be added features 

like  

gas sensor, thermal image sensing, connecting robotic 

armsand can be used in pick and place purposes etc… can 

be done.  

The development of this system has wide area of 

applications  

such as in Military and Law enforcement and Industrial and 

in Disaster management and so on.  
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